Barnett Calls For Segregation, Audience Boos; 3,000 Students Mob Street While He Speaks

By VIVIAN BROWN

In an address punctuated by shouting, booing, hissing, applause, and by occasional hooters, Ross Barnett, former Gov. of Mississippi, declared yesterday that "minority groups have taken to the streets to agitate, to demonstrate, to break the peace, and to provoke violence calculated to blackmail the Congress into passing legislation in direct violation of the United States Constitution."

Having started his speech several times to the accompaniment of boos, hisses, and individual howls from the audience, Mr. Barnett explained, after Burns Guards had removed some of the more vociferous elements of the overflow crowd from the Hall, that the future of Civil Rights Bill

us Unruly Students

The group rose and marched back across Harlem via 128th Street. As they turned up Convent Avenue the line stretched from 125th to 129th Streets in ranks of three to ten abreast.

As they arrived they chanted "sing-sing-sing" and asked Barnett to "go" home. Half an hour after the students sat down word came that Deputy Mayor Caravasagh had pledged installation of the traffic light a test was a picket line set up prior to Barnett's arrival by the Ad Hoc Committee to Protest Ross Barnett. More than two hundred students were marching with signs denouncing the police's integration and asking Barnett to "go" home when the Governor put in his appearance. The line swelled steadily as time wore on, with at least 400 students eventually participating, and reports from inside Great Hall indicated that their singing and chanting could be heard clearly there.

A separate and much smaller demonstration was organized by Progressive Labor (PL), whose members had argued that Barnett

For March For Traffic Light

"We've always said we wanted to be with the Harlem community," CORE President Steve Cagan told over 700 students who had marched out of Shepard Hall and across Harlem to join a Harlem Parents Committee protest at 131st Street and Fifth Avenue. "Well, we're with them now."

As Egg-tossers and Screamers

When Barnett arrived last evening, we were relieved that he had been allowed to speak, and that except for a few incidents, the students who were in Great Hall were allowed to hear what he had to say. We were pleased that the overwhelming majority of these students protesting his racial philosophy chose to do so in a manner which also protected the Governor's and the students' rights. There were a few present yesterday, however, who allied themselves with the trembling nervous center whose minds are closed, and who want everybody else's spectrum of thought to be narrowed to include only those ideas that they, these self-appointed defenders of mental purity, consider correct.

Picketing Students About the Parents Committee's demand for a traffic light on the Harlem corner of 131st Street and Fifth Avenue. "Well, we're with them now."

Police Were Protecting Him

Police protection was described by one officer as greater than that of the FBI protecting the President.

Four hundred students followed their protest of Governor Barnett's racial policy by marching to 131st Street and Fifth Avenue. They were followed by another group of almost equal size.

Burns Guards Oust Unruly Students

The nucleus of the student protest was a picket line set up prior to Barnett's arrival by the Ad Hoc Committee to Protest Ross Barnett. More than two hundred students were marching with signs denouncing the police's integration and asking Barnett to "go" home when the Governor put in his appearance. The line swelled steadily as time wore on, with at least 400 students eventually participating, and reports from inside Great Hall indicated that their singing and chanting could be heard clearly there.

A separate and much smaller demonstration was organized by Progressive Labor (PL), whose members had argued that Barnett

An OP Editorial

On Egg-tossers and Screamers

When Barnett arrived last evening, we were relieved that he had been allowed to speak, and that except for a few incidents, the students who were in Great Hall were allowed to hear what he had to say. We were pleased that the overwhelming majority of these students protesting his racial philosophy chose to do so in a manner which also protected the Governor's and the students' rights. There were a few present yesterday, however, who allied themselves with the trembling nervous center whose minds are closed, and who want everybody else's spectrum of thought to be narrowed to include only those ideas that they, these self-appointed defenders of mental purity, consider correct.

Some of the literature distributed by right-thinkers included:
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Around The College

SC Fee Allocations
The College Senate and Coin Club asked Wed. night that two dollars of its Student Government fee allocation be given in wooden nickels.

Its request was refused but before Council member Jim Balsam said that the club's entire allocation be in termite fodder.

In a somewhat more serious vein, $1,600 was allocated to the newly formed repertoire society to underwrite their planned production of "Auntie Mame."

In addition, Council refused to reconsider $8 allocated to the Interfraternity Council (IFC) for a "display." The money was originally allocated because it was felt that IFC needed something to offset the non-financial aid given House Play Association by the Department of Student Life in its membership drive.

100 on Faculty Hear Talk
More than 100 faculty members came to Great Hall yesterday afternoon to hear a discussion of collective bargaining for college teachers.

But as several pointed out, including President Gallagher, Mr. Stanley Feingold (Pol. Sci.) and Prof. John Thirlwall, (Eng.) the topic was hardly discussed.

Instead, Dr. Israel Kugler, the President of the United Federation of College Teachers, and Dr. Belle Zeller, the President of the Legislative Conference of the City University, rebuffed their programs for improving the conditions under which City University teachers work.

Requests from the floor, during a question and answer period, for more information on collective bargaining, the avoided purpose of the meeting, brought answers which were still off the point.

Gallagher Hits Race Tensions
The absence of a "true feeling of fraternity" between members of different races was criticized by President Gallagher last week.

Special Interfraternity Association of Assistant Principals he said, "We hear a lot about equality and liberty in this country," but noted that they would not be achieved until "a feeling of brotherhood and fraternity forms a bond between the races."

President Gallagher observed that in the South Negroes are offered a form of fraternity that says "get close but don't get too close." He added that the Northern philosophy was "get high, but don't get too close."

He told the administrators that they should ensure that "the highest and best in man has a right to triumph."

College May Support Javits
Unofficial plans are underway at the College to extend student support to State Senatorial candidate Eric Javits on Primary Day, June 2.

Mr. Javits, who has been in contact with SG leaders Danny Katzenstein and John Zippert during recent weeks, favors restoration of the free tuition mandate. President-Elect Zippert has announced, however, that this would not be an official SG campaign.

Citing insufficient time for SG to organize a full scale campaign on Mr. Javits' behalf, and the fact that Primary Day falls during exams, Zippert noted that a large student turnout could not be expected. For this reason, he added, SG would not make a formal commitment to the Javits campaign.

Zipper also announced that plans for next year's anti-tuition campaign would be laid this summer. He has urged all students planning to attend Summer Session to make their services available by leaving their names in the SG office.

Summer Work...

The Housing Committee of COHE needs volunteers for a summer project. All interested persons should contact George Knowles (914 OW 2-3552), or the SG office, Room 412 Finley.

Marshall Harch is NOT a Pigeon

Sis Wittes '67 Congratulates Eileen, Rose and Lorraine on their recent election to Student Government

The Most Exciting Political campaign in New York City this year will be the fight to elect REFORM Democrat Seymour Posner to the Assembly from the 2 A.D., Bronx.

Join with a large group of college students and young professionals, VOLUNTEER to canvass, speak, write, address envelopes (ugh) and argue with the opposition.

Call JE 7-1180 Mon.-Thurs., 2-10 PM

Concourse Claremont Independent Democrats 1319 SHERMAN AVE. 3 Blacks East of Concourse at 167 St.

Sis Wittes '67 Congratulates Eileen, Rose and Lorraine on their recent election to Student Government
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The money was originally allocated because it was felt that IFC needed something to offset the non-financial aid given House Play Association by the Department of Student Life in its membership drive.
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**Promethean: Good Criticism to Poor Verse**

The review below is the joint effort of Martha Starn, Richard Cox, and Ronald Reich. Ms. Starn reviewed the criticism; Mr. Cox the poetry; and Mr. Reich the short stories.

Another mammoth issue of Promethean closes out this term (which began with the largest issued in the magazine's history). The 81-page poem which went on sale yesterday contains 27 poems, seven short stories, and two works of criticism.

In keeping with what appears to be a twentieth-century trend, Promethean's criticism is excellent, its narrative writing rather good, and its poetry on the decline. Alienation is the major theme of the stories in the issue. Like their predecessors, the stories reflect an essentially pessimistic view of a world which seems to compel the alienation of the individual from society, from love and finally from self.

Roger Greenwald might have had the recent murder and rape of two women, which took place as scenes of people looked on indifferently, in mind when he wrote Saturday. In the few moments in which two strangers give aid to a victim of an automobile accident, suggests Mr. Greenwald, they become human beings rather than mere objects which round out the scenery. This concern for other human beings — "strangers with whom the stories of their own" — however briefly we feel it, is the justification and grace of our existence. Despite fine passages of stilted narrative, Mr. Greenwald's story demonstrates remarkable ability in plot construction. Saturday, while not a polished work, is nevertheless, worth reading.

Prometeus, Brent Thorstenson-Brogers' cleverly constructed psychological study portrays the two opposing forces of a personality as antipodal characters. Mr. Thorstenson-Brogers writes dialogue with a fair amount of skill; his fascinating choice of vividly poetic personages are so intriguing, that, despite a weak climax, the story makes interesting reading.

Some passages in Ines Martins's When We Were White are almost prose poems. Unfortunately, the content — pure girl meets pure boy to photograph pure white snow under pure black sky — modestly not as pure as it seems in pass at still pure girl, running pure, evening as snow negatives symbolically come out pure blanks — is romantic nonsense. The story is silly, which, by reason of its complexity, is often beautiful, particularly those passages describing the snow as itsettles on New York.

Perhaps the best story in the collection is Naomi Ber­ton's Skillfullywritten. Nickolas, Miss Berton suggests, is a trap because it captures not what was, but what in our own unhappiness, we wish had been. A bankrupt narrative which finally sounds con­trived, The Trip Down is written with unconvincing energy.

Martin Dekan Staiman's His Feelings For Marx forcefully suggests that people have become automations, going through the motions of life without really daring to be human. Despite ambiguous which makes it finally sounds contrived, The Trip Down is written with unconvincing energy.

The poetry in Promethean is, for the most part, quite dull. Like most of the stories, the poetry seems to run through much of Mr. Sloman's poetry. The former is a poem of sharp contrasts as that happy and now sleeping you hear is a cricket! let free instead of killing, where the last few words destroy what has begun to seem a romantic image.

Mr. Stirrer has also contributed a critical essay, "The Transcendence of the Tragic: Hermann Hesse's 'Middle Period' Vision" is an admirably explication of Hesse's recognition of the chaos of existence, his confrontation with it and his quest to find security beyond the absurd. Constantly referring to Nietzsche, Beckett, Kafka, and other twentieth-century authors, this book is a meaningful contribution to modern philosophy from his middle period novels. He has isolated Hesse's "awakened heroes"; those who have realized that the godhead is in man himself and have dared to explore the internal chaos.

However, Mr. Stirrer is almost misleading because he does not take Hesse's ideas far enough. The tragic "leap" within oneself which "pheno the full depths of the po­ tential paradoxuality of all human experience" and suffer­ing is the trap because it captures not what was, but what in our own unhappiness, we wish had been. A bankrupt narrative which finally sounds contrived, The Trip Down is written with unconvincing energy.
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Egg-tossers
(Continued from Page 1)

belled Barnett a criminal, a statement not strictly true in law, but on which we shall take in the meaning which was undoubtedly meant. The writers of the flyer seemed to feel that labeling Barnett a criminal made him the right to.secondly to the ears of this College's students. Funny thing, the same argument was used to ban Phillip Luce, and Benjamin Da­ual, to decide that question for  himself.

We are not saying that the Governors is the moral equal of Socrates; we're just saying it's up to us, to every individ­ual, to decide that question for himself.

Freedom to think is based in the final analysis on free­dom to learn; we are students in a college; our basic reason to make it impossible for Governor Barnett to give us his tion, yet the egg throwers and the screamers were trying hidden button behind the left earlobe, and they swing into wards, and they explain that nobody but another (racist) (Fascist) (Communist) (Jew) (Catholic) (nigger-lover)

Rudder Is New IFC President
Paul Rudder (AEPI) was elected next term's Presi­dent of the InterFraternity Council last week. Jack Walth­man (AEPI) became the new Vice-President and Bruce Kreiger (AEPI) Treasurer. Enid Levinson (Psy Tau Al­pha) and Barry Feinberg (Sigma Beta Phi) were elect­ed Recording Secretary and Corresponding Secretary re­spectively. The posts are for one year:

Rudder explained that he would like IFC to involve itself with ac­tive and to present a better picture of fraternity life at the college.

Students March
(Continued from Page 1)
gives President Peter Meaderson his last trip to New York. The De­partment's special Tactical Police Force was on duty possi­bly to escort the Governor Barnett, or Mao Tae­ung, or General Eisenhower, but we are insisting that they let us listen if we wish.

We have in the past defended the right of Communists to speak at this campus without hindrance by either the Administration or by students; we would defend Barnett's right to be heard was invited again. We are not defending specific people, or opinions we feel are true or valid; we are defending the right of the College's students to invite any­body they want. If we don't want to see or hear a speaker, we don't have to, but we sure don't want anybody telling us that we CANNOT hear a particular speaker.

Beyond The Gates
By M. LAMBERT KNIGHT
Antioch College's Community Government was over­thrown May 1 by a leftist coup, reliable sources have report­ed. Insurgent forces invaded the CG office armed with man­nishing fish nets and machine guns that squirted bursts of water.

Community Manager Phillip Schaeffer was captured after a brief struggle in the Community Government office. The captive, in bonds, attempted to appease his conquerors with speeches lauding his re­gime's policy, but was hissed and booed by a crowd of about 75 rebels.

The new revolutionary government, "The Revolutionary Democra­tic Republic of Antioch," organized a ragged patrol to sti­tch the streets in an armed sound car.

The rebels, in their first executive action after seizing control, dis­persed the Council now feels that the competition is no longer as steep. Compli­cated exemption arrangements will now be eliminated, the report said.

The Delaware Review reports a teacher has paid her income tax. "We don't like to discriminate against anybody, but I think a nudist camp would just be out of place on our campus," said Shirmer Col­lege President F. J. Muller in a Chicago Maroon report, explaining his refusal to permit a nudist camp to lease the grounds for the sum­mer.

"We don't like to discriminate against anybody, but I think a nudist camp would just be out of place on our campus," said Shirmer Col­lege President F. J. Muller in a Chicago Maroon report, explaining his refusal to permit a nudist camp to lease the grounds for the sum­mer.

We're planning to organize a week's events to be under some consideration.

Admissions officer Douglas Christen laughed when asked "What will the students do if there's no room?" and replied "That's not my problem."
Prometheus... (Continued from Page 1)

Mr. Stiern's work is an excellent introduction to Hesse for those who have never read the author's genius. It is a fine crystallization of Hesse's philosophy for those who already know and love his work.

Professor Anne Paulson's article " Symbol and Reality: An Assessment of the Modern Italian Film" raises the usual questions of the propriety of including faculty contributions in Prometheus. That aside, it must be admitted that Prof. Paulson's article is fine enough to justify its inclusion almost anywhere.

The INNER MAN

College is fun and frolic and fulfillment—for one metabolicy omission: we don't get to enjoy Mom's home cooking. In my own undergraduate days, curiously enough, I did not undergo this deprivation; my mother, a noted cross-country runner, was never home long enough to cook a meal until her legs gave out last Arbor Day.

But most of us arrive at college with fond gastronomical memories of Mom's home cooking, and we are inclined now and then to have great raving sighs as we contemplate the steam tables in the campus cafeteria. Take, for an extreme example, the case of Finster Sigafoos.

Finster, a freshman at one of our great Eastern universities (Oberlin, of course), was accustomed to home cooking of a kind and quantity enjoyed by very few. Until entering college, Finster had lived all his life in Europe, where his father was a salaried professional. Finster, a natural born cook, was mistress of the haute cuisine of a dozen countries, and Finster grew up living and eating in the Continental manner.

He arose each morning at ten and breakfasted lightly on figs, hot chocolate, and brioches. (It is interesting to note, incidentally, that brioches was named after its inventor, perhaps the greatest of all French bakers, Jean-Claude Brioches (1634-1921).)

But I digress. Finster, I say, breakfasted lightly at ten a.m. (1:30 she served his lunch: a hasty luncheon of figs, toasts, and—in a curious departure—the electric razor. Other than that, the filter filters, the soft pack is soft, the Flip-Top box flips, write this column and they are inclined to get surly if I fail to meet their product—no sir, not one bit. Marlboro's flavor is flavorless."

This may be accomplished by the use of conical gears which make contact through a sliding belt or worm. Among the factors which can be varied are the ratio of the radii of the cones, and hence the ratio of speeds, changes as well.

Although the cone configuration is simplest, various other combinations involving spheres, plates, and even hydraulic and electrical linkages are possible.

Hyman's presentation is a model of careful preparation and reflects his competence and in, involvement with the group of articles which are presented. The article is somewhat simplified and the overcomplex often makes thought with, his topic. It is at once complete, lucid, and, though simply presented, never insulting to the intelligence of his engineer readers.

"Basic concept of definition of "industrial intelligence" is a discussion by Wallace Gottlieb of a new and revolutionary terminological breakthrough in guided missile control. Until very recently, these projectiles have employed four different methods of guidance. These pro..."
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Letters to the Editor

A Living Memorial

To the Editor:

In contributing money for the San Francisco Municipal Library at Harvard one is not merely showing another building. This means, besides being a perfect monument for the late President, it will be far the most modern and best history-oriented library in the United States, if not the world. Just the tapes alone that tell of the history of the city will be priceless to future generations listening to the voice of the public. Also, I hope you are able to have a picture of Napoleon Bonaparte speak out of the Empire or Queen Eliza. I was speaking to the events of 1815, explaining why she did things and thus creating some of the most interesting pages of history. Not only will there

President Kennedy

volunteers recordably perennially recorded for posterity, but also the lives and actions of people, as an extensive film is planned. All this, including personal memorials and dedicated items, will be a memorial that President Kennedy Administration, will be housed in the Kennedy Library.

Can the purchase of a few hundred books for our library, which is too small to hold the ones we have, compare to this? How can we at CCNY not be able to run into the Kennedy Library whatever we want to do, unless we should not unadornedly contribute to the edification of others, now and in the future?

To say that whatever we could contribute in our library would be contained in the floor space of it is a very selfish attitude on the part of OP. Are we wishing to build the library with only OP's considerations? Of course not! People who can afford to will contribute more than we, but that does not mean that we should not do what we can. (If OP feels that deductible charitable contributions are deductible in income tax is any way an attempt to may not realize that almost all the people who fill our tax revenue and must contribute to the library, the administration, and even

CAMPUS CORRECTION

To the Editor:

In yesterday's issue of the Campus, a very serious error was made in the report of the Student Assembly. In the report, Mr. Epton, who said that "vice-chancellor" was a Metropolitain chapter of the College of the "vice-chancellor". Equality. In fact, Mr. Epton has been a member of the COE, and he does not abide by a philosophy and an administration that are not in line with COE's ideology. I find it necessary to correct this error because I believe that in the student body of the COE, not the National Association of Campus Projects, projects that I consider to be of greater importance are: Sigma Alpha, which is a tumor of a club and a NAACP project of helping the Negro child in his home. I would like to see a student of the COE come out with an editorial, urging greater participation in such projects. I am sure that most of us can give up some of our free time on a regular basis, in order to give a helping hand.

Yours for Freedom,
Robert Atkins

EXCITING PLAYS

To the Editor:

To an event of April 22 you quote a representative of a newly-formed dramatic group with regard to President Kennedy. Unfortunately, you did not take the trouble to check his statement with me, as you would then have been able to report to your readers that Dransac has something to say about the functioning of any type of play in the whole range of theatrical entertainment, including musicals and revues as well. At the moment, for instance, Dransac is preparing to stage over 250 plays of modern dramatic literature, George Buchner's "Wozzeck," etc. You will therefore be interested in the following quote from his: "The American gentleman has something to say about the functioning of anything that employs him."

Pardon me while I put on my rose-colored glasses. With them on I sometimes think it would be nice to walk around and give the blocked, dirty gun-dropping on the floor, to see the mess of stamped out cigarette butts left in the corridors, so that the memories. If you do not (or did not, as the case may be) see as I do, I am sure that you would then wish to have it publicly stated that they are connected in peace, even in a very small minority.

Pardon me while I put on my rose-colored glasses. With them on I sometimes think it would be nice to walk around and give the blocked, dirty gun-dropping on the floor, to see the mess of stamped out cigarette butts left in the corridors, so that the memories. If you do not (or did not, as the case may be) see as I do, I am sure that you would then wish to have it publicly stated that they are connected in peace, even in a very small minority.

Barbara Novak

LITTERERS

To the Editor:

I am annoyed at the downright ingratitude of the City College student, especially at this time of the year when the Film Institute is planning an affable appearance of the buildings in which he and she have classes. To walk along the corridors and see the bloated, dirty gun-dropping on the floor, to see the mess of stamped out cigarette butts left in the rooms after the Thursday 18-2 club period and the helterskelter disarray of chairs is just revolting.

The original buildings constructed at College are works of Pest, as a college newspaper, is to bring athletes who will help the Lavender's teams. Several of the Beaver teams suffer because of a lack of new talent. Many of the Beaver athletes are the only group of students with a legitimate need to register early. Pre-registration will give the College a chance to meet the needs of the students.

The resolution has been passed. It should not go to waste.

Softball...

(Continued from Page 8)

The obvious move would have been to increase the size of the Campus. The Campus does not trust the arm of Kraus-knapped Koppel to wield the bat, or so it appeared, and mumbled something resembling "Walt 'til next year." However, the软ball team is no longer a team.

After the game, Clyde "Choo-score" Habershat had no importance to say. With piercing eyes, he fumed up and left the bat, or so it appeared, and mumbled something resembling "Walt 'til next year." However, the软ball team is no longer a team.

Clyde mean that he's pulling up stakes and moving to LA?"
Both Named To First Team

After the good season that the College’s baseball team had, it was no surprise that two of the top Beaver stars have been chosen for the first team of the All-Met conference all-stars.

Bon Marino and Bart Frazzitta have been voted to the first All-star team of the tough Met Conference.

Marino had the Beavers in the power department pounding three home runs. In addition, he was the team’s other base stealer. His fine defensive play also went a long way in helping to lift the Lavender to its best record since 1953.

Frazzitta, the fine Beaver backstop, also did his share of destruction to opposing pitchers. The talkative catcher let his bat do most of the talking.

An OP Analysis:

About Early Registration for Athletes

By JERRY HOENIG

Batting over 400 is unusual. But when you come out early for spring training, like Willie Mays did this year, your chances for success are greatly increased.

The majority of the College’s athletes also realize that extra practice brings greater achievement. As a matter of fact, fifty-five per cent of the voters in the student government elections cast their ballot in favor of a referendum advocating early registration for Beaver athletes.

Being wise voters as fifty-five per cent of the College’s voters are, they realized that pre-registration by the Lavender’s athletes will not have any harmful effects on anyone else.

Everyone cannot make wise decisions like the student body, the Board of Higher Education which has the final say on the subject does not want early registration for Lavender athletes.

The Student-Faculty Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics has been unsuccessfully trying to get early registration ruled illegal, but hope to make more progress during the summer.

Many students wonder how early registration could aid Beaver athletes.

Beaver boosters try hard to score against Bridgeport. Early Registration would give the Lavender more practice hours which would result in more team play and more games.

.* * *

Frazzitta, Marino Met All-Stars; Smith Winner Of Schaffer Award

Hurled No-Hitter Over Hunter

Howie Smith couldn’t come up with a bonus as major league pitchers always seem to get when they pitch a no-hitter, but the classy little righthander has received the plaudits of his fellow athletes as he was named the April winner of the Schaffer Memorial Award.

The award is presented each month by the Varsity Club to the top Beaver athlete for that month.

First No-Hitter Smith became the first man in the College’s history to pitch a no-hit game when he performed the feat against Hunter on Mar. 11.

The following story is true, even the names have not been changed.

JASPER OVAL, May 15 — Led by the strong arm of Richard Coc, the Finley Fence busters from Observation Post whipped a cringing squad from the Campus, 7-6, in ten innings.

OP Sports Editor Jerry “Home Run” Hoening scored the winning tally in the bottom of the tenth. With one away, Hoening stepped up to the plate and collected. Tossing off a defiant wave, Hoening removed his BOCU shirt, revealing his official Observation Post uniform shirt. This done, he resumed his position in the batter’s box, gave a hard look to left field, and ripped a hard shot down the line good for two bases.

The next batter, Features Editor Mark Bledsoe lined a single to center, sending the fleet-footed Hoening to third. With this hit, Campus felt the time was right to call an editorial board meeting to discuss plans for pitching to the next batter.

(Continued on Page 7)